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Stability Analysis of Mechanical 
Seals With Two Flexibly 
Mounted Rotors 
Dynamic stability is investigated for a mechanical seal configuration in which both 
seal elements are flexibly mounted to independently rotating shafts. The analysis is 
applicable to systems with both counterrotating and corotating shafts. The fluid film 
effects are modeled using rotor dynamic coefficients, and the equations of motion 
are presented including the dynamic properties of the flexible support. A closed-form 
solution for the stability criteria is presented for the simplifled case in which the 
support damping is neglected. A method is presented for obtaining the stability 
threshold of the general case, including support damping. This method allows instant 
determination of the stability threshold for a fully-defined seal design. A parametric 
study of an example seal is presented to illustrate the method and to examine the 
effects of various parameters in the seal design upon the stability threshold. The fluid 
film properties in the example seal are shown to affect stability much more than the 
support properties. Rotors having the form of short disks are shown to benefit from 
gyroscopic effects which give them a larger range of stable operating speeds than 
long rotors. For seals with one long rotor, counterrotating operation is shown to be 
superior because the increased fluid stiffness transfers restoring moments from the 
short rotor to the long. 

Introduction 

In most face seal applications, a single rotating element (the 
rotor) is separated by a thin film of the sealed fluid from a 
nonrotating element (the stator). These seals usually have either 
of two basic configurations. In the flexibly mounted stator 
(FMS) configuration the stator is attached to the seal housing 
by means of a flexible support and anti-rotation locks, and the 
rotor is rigidly mounted to its shaft (Green and Etsion, 1985). 
Conversely, in the flexibly mounted rotor (FMR) configuration 
the stator is rigidly mounted to the seal housing while the rotor 
is attached to the shaft by means of a flexible support and 
positive drive devices (Metcalfe, 1981 and Green, 1989 and 
1990). In either case, the rigid element will have misalignments 
which result from manufacturing imperfections, and the purpose 
of the flexible support is to allow the flexibly mounted element 
to track the misalignments in the rigidly mounted element. This 
decreases the relative misalignment, which in turn reduces the 
leakage and decreases the probability of face contact. Dynamic 
investigations of seals having either the FMS or FMR configu
ration date back almost three decades. Extensive literature re
views have been provided by Allaire (1984), Tournerie and 
Frene (1985), and Etsion (1982, 1985, and 1991). 

Wileman and Green (1991, 1996, 1997) have described a 
configuration in which both elements are flexibly mounted to 
rotating shafts, denoting it FMRR (Fig. 1). Such seals could 
be used for sealing between two rotating shafts for applications 
such as interstage seals in gas turbine engines (Miner, 1992) 
where counterrotating rotors are used to increase the power-to-
weight ratio. 

The fluid film between the faces of a noncontacting seal 
transmits forces and moments between the elements and couples 
their dynamic responses. These forces and moments resuU from 
the fluid pressure in the film, which is governed by the Reynolds 
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equation. In order to determine the dynamic response of such 
a fluid-coupled system, it is normally necessary to solve the 
equations of motion simultaneously with the equations which 
govern the fluid behavior. The problem requires an iterative, 
numerical solution such as that provided by Green and Etsion 
(1986) for the FMS configuration. 

Green and Etsion (1983) have introduced an alternate method 
of modeling the dynamic properties of the fluid film using linear
ized rotor dynamic coefficients. Expressions for the forces and 
moments applied by the fluid film are obtained by solving the 
Reynolds equation for an FMS seal. Derivatives of these forces 
and moments are then computed assuming small motions about 
an equilibrium position. The technique assumes an incompressible 
and isoviscous sealed fluid and uses small angle approximations. 
These equivalent stiffness and damping coefficients allow the fluid 
behavior to be introduced directly into the equations of motion. 
Using this technique. Green and Etsion (1985) determined the 
stability criteria and steady-state response for the FMS configura
tion, and Green (1987, 1989, and 1990) extended the results to 
the FMR configuration. Wileman and Green (1991, 1997) ob
tained the rotor dynamic coefficients for the FMRR configuration, 
then derived the equations of motion and developed a method to 
determine the steady-state response of the system. 

This work analyzes the equations of motion derived by Wile
man and Green (1997) to provide a solution for the stability 
limits of the FMRR configuration. The resulting stability criteria 
predict whether a seal will fail because of face contact or exces
sive leakage resulting from dynamic instability. Although this 
work is concerned exclusively with smooth-face seals, the anal
ysis presented here can be extended to more complex seal face 
geometries, such as wavy or grooved faces, but for seals which 
do not have smooth faces the rotor dynamic coefficients may 
have to be computed numerically (e.g.. Person et al., 1997). 

Kinematic Description and Equations of Motion 
Green (1990) showed that the axial vibrations in an FMR 

seal are decoupled from the angular modes, so that the solutions 
for the axial modes can be obtained independently. Wileman 
and Green (1991) showed that this decoupling extends to the 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of an FMRR mechanical seal 

FMRR configuration, so that axial stability is assured so long 
as the axial fluid film stiffness is positive. Therefore, this work 
will focus exclusively on the stability in the angular modes. 

The equations of motion for the seal elements are a moment 
balance between the dynamic moments and the moments ap
plied by both the flexible support and the fluid film. The kine
matic model necessary to obtain these equations of motion has 
been described in detail by Wileman and Green (1991), and is 
illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. For clarity in the description, the 
two flexibly mounted rotors in the seal are denoted elements 1 
and 2, but either element may be initially assigned either number 
so long as the assignment is used consistently throughout the 
analysis. Figure 2 shows the inertial reference frame, ^r]C,, and 
the principal systems for both elements, denoted x„y„Zn where 
the subscript n indicates either rotor 1 or 2. Figure 3 is a vector 
diagram showing the relationships between the inertial, princi
pal, and fluid film systems and is a view of the various coordi
nate systems as viewed along the direction of the system center-
Une, axis ^. The system X„Y„Z„ is fixed to shaft n. 

Each of the rotors has an arbitrary tilt which can be repre
sented by its magnitude, y„, measured about the axis Xn in the 
principal system of element n. The relative tilt between the two 
rotors is denoted by 7, and is measured about the 1 axis in the 

Fig. 2 FMRR seal kinematic model and coordinate systems 

fluid film coordinate system described by Wileman and Green 
(1991). Because the rotor tilts are small, usually on the order 
of a milliradian, the relative tilt can be expressed as a vector 
subtraction of the individual rotor tilts by referring to Fig. 3. 
The resulting kinematic relationship is 

y = ji cos <̂2 ~ 7i cos (f>i (1) 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

flj = coefficients of the Hurwitz poly
nomial 

c„ = inertia ratio of element n, IJJ„ 
Co = equilibrium centerline clearance 
dn = fluid film damping coefficient, 

dfn = support damping coefficient, an
gular mode 

dsii = dimensionless damping coeffi
cient, d*LO,efCo/Srt 

Ea = stiffness parameter, (1 - Ri)RJ 
(2 + /3(l - i?, .)) 

Go = damping parameter. In [1 -f-
PiX - /?, .)] - 2 ^ ( 1 -R,)l[2 + 
/3(1 -R,)Vp\\ -R,y 

I* = dimensional transverse moment of 
inertia 

/ = normalized transverse moment of 
inertia, I^uj^aCJSrt 

J* = dimensional polar moment of iner
tia 

J = normalized polar moment of iner
tia, J*u)ifCo/Srt 

ku = fluid film direct stiffness coeffi
cient, 7r(P„ - P,)(l3R, - l)El 

kn = fluid film cross-coupled stiffness 
coefficient, dui^tf ~ ('^i + "^2)^ 
2] 

kf„ = support stiffness coefficient, ele
ment n 

k = dimensionless stiffness coeffi
cient, k*Co/Srt 

M* = moment applied to element n 
M„ = normalized moment, M*ISrl 

p = pressure 

P = normalized pressure, pIS 
r = radius 
R = normalized radius, rlVo 
S = seal parameter, 6pWref(f„/Co)^(l 

-Ri)' 
t* = time 

t = normalized time, L02t* 
0* = coning angle 

P = normalized coning angle, /3*ro/Co 
y* = relative tilt angle (radians) 
yjf = tilt angle of element n (radians) 

y = normalized tilt, y*rc/Co 
\ = complex eigenvalue 
fi = viscosity 

cf>„ = phase angle between element prin
cipal and fluid film systems 

ipff = absolute precession of fluid film 
system 

ip„ = relative precession angle 
ipan = absolute precession angle 
a;,f = shaft angular speed of element n 
uj„ — normalized shaft speed, oj*/u>rei 

uj„f = reference shaft speed (Used for 
normalization) 

uja = mean shaft speed 

Subscripts 
0 = equilibrium value 
i = inner radius 
k = term index in the characteristic 

equation 
m = mean radius 
n = element number (n = 1 or 2) 
o = outer radius 
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where (/)i and (j)2 represent relative precession angles between 
the principal systems and the fluid film system. 

The moments applied by the fluid film are expressed in terms 
of this relative tilt and its time derivative using the rotor dy
namic coefficients derived by Wileman and Green (1991). The 
flexible supports in a seal normally consist of springs and a 
secondary seal, such as an O-ring (Fig. 1). The moments ap
plied by the support depend upon the motion of each element 
with respect to the shaft upon which it is mounted and are 
described in terms of linear stiffness and damping constants. 

The equations of motion for the system are obtained by trans
forming the flexible support and fluid film moments into the 
inertial reference frame, then forming a moment balance be
tween these applied moments and the dynamic moments. The 
resulting equations are linear in the kinematic variables, with 
harmonic forcing functions resulting from the initial misalign
ment of the flexible supports (Wileman and Green, 1997). 
These forcing functions do not affect the stability criteria of the 
system, which are obtained considering only the homogeneous 
equations of motion. Eliminating the forcing functions from the 
normalized equations of motion derived by Wileman and Green 
(1997), we obtain 

hf/;2 + 6^2tf2 - dn-Ya + huiij,,! + ^2'yf2 

- kny^ + Di,y^2 - Z),i7,i = 0 

/2-y,2 + d2'yr,2 - rflltr,! " Jl^^lJiZ + ^2^,2 

- kny„^ - D2y(2 + Dnya = 0 

A?{i + di^f, - rfi,y^2 + Jii^i^i + hyo 

- kny(2 + -0,7,1 - Du7,2 = 0 

/iTr,! + di-y^i - dnyn2 - JiOJiy^i + fciy^i 

- ^1.7,2 - A7{i + D„y^2 = 0 (2) 

where the equations have been simplified using the following 
shorthand terms; 

Fig. 3 Vector diagram showing relationship of coordinate axes for a 
single element as viewed along the system centerline 

Stability Analysis Using the Routh-Hurwitz Criterion 
When applied to the FMRR seal, the stability analysis will 

determine whether the system is stable for a given set of op
erating conditions. To employ the Routh-Hurwitz technique, it 
is first necessary to obtain the characteristic equation. 

The ^ and rj equations for each element can be combined 
using complex notation. Define the complex kinematic variables 

gz = 742 + iyn2; gi = 7ii + iyrii 

For each element multiply the t] equation in (2) by / and add 
the ^ and t] equations, substituting the definitions above. To 
obtain the characteristic equation, substitute a harmonic solution 
of the form 

g2 = g2oe^'; gi = gioe"" 

where \ is a complex eigenvalue. In matrix form, the resulting 
equations are 

k^h + \(d2 - iJ2i^2) + {hi - J'A) 

-[\dn + (^n - (£>u)] \^/, + 
- [W„ + (ku - iDu)] 

\(di - iJiUJr) + (ki - iDi) 

g20 hi: (3) 

k„ — k\i + *:,,„; d„ — dn + dj,, 

D„ = 5dii(wi + Wa) + w„d,„ 

A l = 2^11 (Wl + Wj) 

Although the equations are linear, they are coupled by the fluid 
film and gyroscopic effects. The individual variables have been 
defined by Wileman and Green (1997) and are repeated in the 
nomenclature for reference. 

Starting with these equations, the stability analysis can be 
approached in two different ways. To obtain stability criteria 
in closed form, it is necessary to make simplifying assumptions. 
The least severe of these which still results in a manageable 
solution is to neglect the support damping. A solution for the 
stability criteria in the absence of support damping is presented 
in Appendix A. 

A general solution for the stability of Eqs. (2) can be obtained 
using a Routh-Hurwitz analysis (see, e.g.. Appendix C of Ar
nold and Maunder, 1961). As described below, this solution 
can be used to make numeric computations of the stability limit 
for a seal in which all or most of the design and operating 
parameters are specified. 

Note that the two complex equations are still coupled. To obtain 
a nontrivial solution, the determinant of the matrix in (3) must 
be zero. Setting the determinant equal to zero yields a complex 
characteristic equation which is a fourth degree polynomial in 
\. To obtain the real characteristic equation, or Hurwitz polyno
mial, it is necessary to multiply this equation by its complex 
conjugate. The resulting real equation will be the sum of the 
squares of the real and imaginary parts of the complex equation 
and will have the form 

S a.X" = 0 (4) 

The expressions for the coefficients a* are presented in Appen
dix B. 

Expanding the Hurwitz determinants symbolically yields un
wieldy expressions. Instead, values are supplied for the design 
parameters of the seal so that the numerical values of the deter
minants can be computed. The coefficients a* of (4) are com
puted using the expressions in Appendix B; then, the determi
nants are computed following the procedure of Arnold and 
Maunder (1961). If all eight of the determinants are positive, 
then the seal will be dynamically stable. 
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In addition to its utility for completely defined seals, the 
Routh-Hurwitz technique can also be useful for determining the 
acceptable range of a single design parameter if all of the others 
have been specified. This technique, described below, can be 
applied to the analysis of a single variable, or it can be applied 
to a succession of variables as in the parametric study which 
follows. 

Parametric Study 

To provide some insight into the general trends of how stabil
ity thresholds change with various design parameters, as well 
as to illustrate the technique developed above, a parametric 
study was performed upon an example seal. The example cho
sen is similar in design to that used by Green and Etsion (1986). 

The parametric analyses were performed by substituting val
ues for all of the variables in (4) except the shaft speed of 
element 2. The Hurwitz determinants were then expanded using 
a symbolic manipulator. The range of W2 for which all eight 
determinants were positive was then determined. This technique 
was first applied to the reference configuration, then one param
eter at a time in the reference design was changed, and the 
effect of changing the value upon the acceptable range of cj2 
was determined. In each analysis, the parameters not being 
tested were maintained at their reference values, and for each 
parameter tested, one value higher than the reference value was 
tested and one value lower. Ten design parameters were tested 
in this way: the inertia ratio of element 2; the moments of 
inertia, support stiffness, and support damping of elements 1 
and 2; the pressure drop across the seal; the coning angle; and 
the design clearance. The reference seal design was selected to 
be as symmetric as possible so that the effects of asymmetry 
in the system would not obscure the effects of the changes in 
the parameter values. 

In the FMR analysis, Green (1989, 1990) showed that the 
behavior of the system changed dramatically as a function of 
the ratio of the transverse to the polar moment of inertia. If the 
value of this inertia ratio, c„ = /„/J„, approaches 1/2, meaning 
that the rotor is a short disk, then the gyroscopic moments in 
the system tend to align the rotor axis with the axis of rotation. 
If c is large, indicating a rotor which is long relative to its 
diameter, then the gyroscopic moments tend to make the rotor 
axis and the axis of rotation perpendicular. To test the effect of 
the change in c„ upon the system, the entire set of stability 
analyses was performed twice: once for Cj = 0.5 and once for 
C2 = 3. The value of Cj was maintained at 0.5 for all of the 
analyses. 

The results of the analyses are presented in Table 1. The 
leftmost columns represent the cases for which C2 = 0.5, and 
the rightmost the cases for which Cj = 3. For each parameter 
tested, the low, reference, and high values used for the analysis 
are given, followed by the range of values of Wj for which the 
system was stable. A negative shaft speed corresponds to rota
tion in the negative sense about axis ^. The speed of element 
1 was maintained constant at oj\ = —2000 rad/s. Thus, we 
expect some asymmetry in the results when we compare 
changes in properties for element 1 with changes in the corre
sponding properties for element 2. 

When the speed of element 2 falls between the minimum and 
maximum values listed in the table, all of the determinants are 
positive, indicating a stable response. When rotor 2 falls below 
the minimum speed or exceeds the maximum speed, one or 
more of the determinants in the Routh-Hurwitz analysis is nega
tive, indicating that the seal is unstable. Note that since Wj is 
always negative, results for counterrotating shafts correspond 
to positive values of Wj while corotating shafts correspond to 
negative values of oj^. Note also that the middle result for each 
parameter in the table is always the reference case. The refer
ence case result was repeated in the table for each variable to 
facilitate comparison and identification of trends. The outer ra

dius, To, of the seal was 0.04 m; the dimensionless radius ratio 
of the seal, i?, = r,/r„, was 0.8; and the fluid viscosity, /i, was 
5 X 10"'* Pas . 

Before examining the effects of the parameter changes indi
vidually, it is interesting to compare the general difference in 
stability range between the short and long rotor. Under almost 
all conditions, the stability range is larger for the case where 
both rotors are short. This indicates that Green's prediction that 
the gyroscopic moments in a short disk stabilize the FMR sys
tem can be generalized to the FMRR configuration. When C2 = 
0.5, the stable range of a;2 is roughly centered about the value 
of Wi; the stable operating range is larger for corotating (W2 < 
0) than for counterrotating {LJ2 > 0) shafts. When C2 = 3, the 
range of W2 for which the system is stable is no longer centered 
about the value of wi, but is skewed toward the counterrotating 
regime. The movement of the range toward counterrotating op
eration indicates that the increased fluid film stiffness in this 
regime transfers restoring moments from the short rotor to the 
long. 

For the case where both elements are short disks, the stability 
range of the system decreases as the moment of inertia of ele
ment 1 increases. For the case where element 2 is a long rotor, 
the range of stability remains about the same, but the values 
are shifted toward the speed of element 1. 

When both elements are short disks, the stability range in
creases slightly with the moment of inertia of element 2. When 
element 2 is a long rotor, the speed range for counterrotating 
seals is relatively unchanged while that for corotating seals 
decreases. 

The stability range of the system is almost independent of 
the support stiffness of both elements, improving only slightly 
as a result of nearly doubling the stiffness of either support. 
This occurs because the fluid film stiffness is normally much 
larger than the support stiffness, typically by three orders of 
magnitude, so that the fluid film stiffness dominates the re
sponse. 

The effect of the support damping is somewhat more pro
nounced, and its effect upon the stability range becomes very 
large as the damping approaches zero. The effect of decreasing 
the damping to zero is to dramatically reduce the stabiUty range 
of counterrotating shafts except when the damping of a long 
element is zero, in which case the speed range increases dramat
ically. The effect of the damping upon corotating shafts is mini
mal, except for this same case, in which the range of stability 
is again increased dramatically. 

For the case of two short disks, the effect of increasing the 
pressure drop was to increase the stability range for both counter 
and corotating shafts. When element 2 had a long rotor, how
ever, increasing the pressure drop decreased the stability range 
of the counterrotating seal, but increased the stability range for 
the corotating seal. 

The effect of the coning angle upon the stability of the system 
was relatively small. For the case of two short rotors, the stabil
ity range increased monotonically with coning angle, indicating 
that the primary mechanism involved is fluid damping. The 
maximum angular fluid stiffness occurs when /3 = 12.5, which 
corresponds to a dimensional coning angle of 3.13 milliradians. 
For the case of c^ = 3, the speed range was maximum for this 
coning angle when the shafts corotate, indicating that the pri
mary mechanism in this configuration is fluid stiffness. The 
effect upon counterrotating shafts was for this optimal coning 
to produce the smallest stability range. 

The effect of design clearance was also relatively small. 
When both disks are short, there is an intermediate value of the 
clearance for which the stability range of the system is mini
mized. When one of the elements is long, the stability range 
for counterrotating shafts increased with clearance and the range 
for corotating shafts decreased. 

The analysis above is based upon the linearized fluid-film 
stiffness and damping coefficients derived using the "narrow 
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Table 1 Range of (02 for stable operation under various operating conditions 

Variable 
(dimensional) 

If (kg m )̂ 

/? (kg m )̂ 

k*i (N m/rad) 

k*2 (N m/rad) 

dfi (N m s/rad) 

d*2 (N m s/rad) 

;»<. - PI (Pa) 

/3* (rad) 

C„(m) 

Value 

4.0E-04 
8.0E-04t 
1.2E-03 

4.0E-04 
8.0E-04t 
1.2E-03 

100 
400t 
700 

100 
400t 
700 

0 
0.24t 
0.48 

0 
0.24t 
0.48 

5E+05 
lE+06t 
1.5E+06 

1.56E-3 
3.13E-3t 
4.69E-3 

5E-06 
l E - 0 5 t 
1.5E-05 

C2 

Minimum 
speed 
(rad/s) 

-14,011.8 
-10,901.8 

-9,628.3 

-10,629.2 
-10,901.8 
-11,003.6 

-10,798.4 
-10,901.8 
-11,003.8 

-10,900.7 
-10,901.8 
-10,903.0 

-10,216.9 
-10,901.8 
-11,568.6 

-10,916.2 
-10,901.8 
-10,887.6 

-9,125.8 
-10,901.8 
-12,341.8 

-10,069.6 
-10,901.8 
-11,306.4 

-12,754.0 
-10,901.8 
-11,019.0 

= 0.5 (short rotor) 

Maximum 
speed 
(rad/s) 

9,481.8 
6,024.2 
4,460.3 

4,174.1 
6,024.2 
6,411.0 

5,825.5 
6,024.2 
6,203.6 

5,994.9 
6,024.2 
6,051.0 

274.3 
6,024.2 
7,429.1 

860.4 
6,024.2 
5,435.8 

4,644.2 
6,024.2 
7,262.9 

4,924.8 
6,024.2 
6,796.6 

6,727.4 
6,024.2 
6,984.0 

Speed 
range 
(rad/s) 

23493.6 
16926.0 
14088.6 

14803.3 
16926.0 
17414.6 

16623.9 
16926.0 
17207.4 

16895.6 
16926.0 
16954.0 

10491.2 
16926.0 
18997.7 

11776.6 
16926.0 
16323.4 

13770.0 
16926.0 
19604.7 

14994.4 
16926.0 
18103.0 

19481.4 
16926.0 
18003.0 

Minimum 
speed 
(rad/s) 

-1,971.2 
-2,816.1 
-3,289.4 

-4,149.5 
-2,816.1 
-1,964.6 

-2,692.3 
-2,816.1 
-2,930.9 

-2,602.4 
-2,816.1 
-3,014.2 

-2,561.9 
-2,816.1 
-3,144.0 

-14,277.6 
-2,816.1 
-2,628.2 

-2,438.7 
-2,816.1 
-2,985.2 

-2,802.6 
-2,816.1 
-2,760.5 

-3,173.3 
-2,816.1 
-2,545.6 

C2 = 3 (long rotor) 

Maximum 
speed 
(rad/s) 

3,473.5 
2,776.3 
2,554.8 

2,704.6 
2,776.3 
2,860.1 

2,554.6 
2,776.3 
2,985.7 

2,445.8 
2,776.3 
3,091.1 

242.9 
2,776.3 
5,722.8 

9,479.3 
2,776.3 
1,466.9 

3,033.8 
2,776.3 
2,693.8 

2,813.5 
2,776.3 
2,790.0 

2,652.6 
2,776.3 
2,913.1 

Speed 
range 
(rad/s) 

5444.8 
5592.3 
5844.2 

6854.0 
5592.3 
4824.7 

5246.9 
5592.3 
5916.6 

5048.2 
5592.3 
6105.3 

2804.7 
5592.3 
8866.8 

23756.9 
5592.3 
4095.0 

5472.5 
5592.3 
5679.0 

5616.1 
5592.3 
5550.5 

5825.9 
5592.3 
5458.7 

t Reference Value. 

seal" approximation and other assumptions described in detail 
by Wileman and Green (1991). Only a comprehensive numeri
cal analysis could determine the accuracy of the results pre
sented here with respect to a complete nonlinear solution. How
ever, the linearized coefficients obtained for the FMS case using 
identical assumptions (Green and Etsion, 1983, 1985) were 
shown to provide excellent agreement (less than four percent 
error) with the results of a complete numerical analysis (Green 
and Etsion, 1986), even in cases where the radius ratio, /?,, 
was as low as 0.7. Since the FMS seal is a special case of the 
FMRR configuration, it is reasonable to assume that the results 
presented in this work are equally accurate. 

Conclusions 
This work presented a derivation of the characteristic equa

tion of an FMRR mechanical seal, and a stability analysis was 
performed upon this equation using the Routh-Hurwitz crite
rion. The method presented is a useful analytical tool for veri
fying that a seal design will be dynamically stable for a specified 
set of operating conditions. 

The method was also used to examine the effect of changing 
various seal design parameters upon the stability of an example 
seal design. For the reference seal analyzed, the stability thresh
old was shown to depend strongly upon the ratio of the trans
verse to the polar moment of inertia. Rotors which have low 
inertia ratios, corresponding to short disks, benefit from the 
gyroscopic effect and are stable over much larger ranges of 
shaft speed than long rotors. In systems with a long rotor, the 
stable speed range is skewed toward the counterrotating regime, 
indicating that the increased fluid stiffness of this regime trans
fers restoring moments from the short rotor to the long. In seals 

with two short rotors, increasing fluid stiffness decreases the 
stable operating range. The gyroscopic effects tend to stabilize 
both rotors independently, and the optimum performance is ob
tained by minimizing the fluid coupling between them. In gen
eral, the fluid pressure, coning angle, and face clearance influ
enced the stability range much more than the support stiffness 
and damping. This implies that relatively more effort should be 
devoted to the fluid film effects than to the support effects 
during the design process. 

A closed-form stability criterion was presented for the special 
case in which support damping is absent in the seal. The re
sulting closed-form stability results for the FMSR configuration 
degenerate to those found in the literature for the FMR configu
ration, demonstrating the consistency of the more general analy
sis presented here with a previous analysis for the FMR config
uration. 

It should be noted that while dynamic stability is necessary 
to prevent failure of a seal in operation, a stable seal may still 
fail as a result of a large steady-state misalignment, which may 
lead to either excessive leakage or face contact. Thus, both the 
stability and the steady-state response must be determined in 
order to verify that a seal design will have acceptable dynamic 
performance. 
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A P P E N D I X A 

Stability Analysis in the Absence of Support Damping 

The analysis presented above is capable of analyzing the most 
general seal configuration. Although it is an entirely analytical 
approach, the final stage of the investigation was performed 
parametrically because the symbolic result cannot be presented 
as a single expression in closed form. However, with some 
suitable simplifications we can use a different technique to ex
amine the stability behavior of the system for the special situa
tion in which there is no support damping. Most seals contain 
support damping, so that this solution will not be directly appli
cable to them. The solution may be applicable, however, to 
seals which use a metal bellows for the secondary seal, as the 
damping in such seals is often very small. More importantly, 
though, the simple stability criterion which results from the 
analysis below allows quick comparison of the stability criteria 
for different seal configurations, and provides insight into the 
underlying physics of the problem. 

To perform this simplified analysis, it is first necessary to 
express the equations of motion in the element principal sys
tems. That is, the equations which represent the moment balance 
for element n are expressed in the principal system of element 
n. For small tilts, each of these transformations represents a 
simple rotation about the ^ axis; i.e., about the shaft centerlines. 

To resolve the moments expressed in the inertial equations 
into components in the principal system, we use the rotation 
transformation 

hA ^ ( c o s ill an 

'jnj \-silHlj„, 

sin t/(„ 

COS tjJa, :} (5) 

This transformation is performed upon the first two equations 
of (2) using i/fa2 and on the last two using i/̂ î. In addition, the 
tilts in the principal systems are related to those in the inertial 
system using 

The resulting general equations of motion in the element princi
pal systems are presented by Wileman (1994). 

The stability analysis is performed by examining the behavior 
of the system at its stability threshold, the condition at which 
a disturbance in the system will remain indefinitely, neither 
decaying nor growing. At stability threshold, assume that forc
ing functions are absent from the system, so that the dynamic 
response is due only to disturbances. Assume that the absolute 
tilt rates, which are measured in the element principal systems, 
are constant. Thus, 

7 = 72 = t i = 0 (7) 

Also, assume that the second derivatives of all of the precession 
variables are zero: 

il'a2 = "Aal = '/'//= 0 (8) 

Equations (7) and (8) define a condition known as steady-state 
precession. A disturbance applied to such a system will produce 
a constant tilt which processes at a constant rate and which 
remains in the system indefinitely. 

When the tilts are assumed to be constant, the time derivative 
of the relative misalignment, y, defined in (1) is 

72<l'2 sin (j)2 - 7i(/>i sin (̂ i = 0 (9) 

As defined previously, the relative tilt in the fluid film system 
occurs about the 1 axis; i.e., there is no component of the 
relative tilt about the 2 axis. From Fig. 3, this can be seen to 
imply the kinematic identity 

72 sin 02 "" 7i sin <̂ i = 0 (10) 

Comparing (10) to (9) indicates that 4>2 = 4>\ must be satisfied, 
and this implies that ipai = ^a\-

To obtain the equations of motion for steady-state precession, 
(7) to (9) are substituted into the general equations of motion 
in the element principal systems, along with ofji = ds2 = 0 to 
neglect the support damping. The equations of motion at stabil
ity threshold are then 

-hyiVal + •/272W2<̂ a2 = -fell7 COS <̂2 

- dni^ff - 5(wi + W2)]7 sin <̂2 - ^s272 ( H a ) 

0 = -kny sin (/)2 - d^i^jf - ^(a;, -I- a;2)]7 cos 4>2 {Wb) 

-/i7i'/ '»i + J\y\^i^ai = ^117 cos <pi 

+ diAhf - 1(^1 + W2)]7 sin (̂ 1 - /CH7I ( H e ) 

0 = fcu7 sin 4>\ + dulij/fj: - 5(^1 + W2)]7 cos ĉ i (lid) 

If we neglect the trivial solution, 7 = 0, then (lib) and 
(lid) can be divided by y. The resulting equations can be 
satisfied simultaneously only when (j>, = (̂ 2, which implies that 
the two elements have the same nutation axis as the fluid film 
system, so that 

<̂ 2 = 0 1 = <̂ 2 = ^ I = 0 (12) 

Substituting (12) into either ( l l i> )or ( l l r f ) yields the preces
sion rate of the fluid film system, which will also be the absolute 
precession rate for each element: 

"A// = Ipa = 2(^1 + OJ2) (13) 

75n = 7n cos iA„„; 7,„ = y„ sin i/f„, (6) 

Further, substituting (12) into (1) yields a simphfied definition 
of y: 

7 = 72 - 7i (14) 

Note that the absolute precession rate is equal (in the absence 
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of support damping) to the average of the two shaft speeds, of the expression for A;ji in (19) and do not affect the stability 
Thus, it will be convenient to define a variable for this value: criterion. 

LOa = aC^*^! + ^2) (15) APPENDIX B 
To simplify (11a) and ( l i e ) , substitute (12) to (15) to Coefficients of the Hurwitz Polynomial 

obtain The coefficients Uk in Eq. (21) are as follows: 

-hlpl + Jl^l'^a + {kn + ks2) 

-kn 

-kn 

-h^l + JiUJi4ia + {kn + fe,i)/ Lr 
72 = 0 (16) 

A nontrivial solution requires that the determinant equal zero, 
yielding the stability criterion for the FMRR configuration in 
the absence of support damping: 

+ [JiUJ^Jit^i - h{kn + K2) - h(kn + fc,i)]i/'a 

+ [JiU)i{kn + K2) + J2'^2(ku + k,l)]i(la 

+ (kn + k,2)(ku + k,i) (17) 

fci = 
Iihujt - hJ20J20Ja - [(A + h)kn + Iiks2]i^l + knK: 

hul - (fcll + k,2) - 2J2U>a 

(19) 

kg I approaches infinity as the denominator in (19) approaches 
zero. Thus, the stability criterion which satisfies the constraint 
that element 1 be rigidly mounted is 

hujl - (kn + k,2) - Ih^a = 0 (20) 

^6 

fl5 = 

a4 = 

For a particular seal design, (17) is solved for i/fn, which im
poses a condition upon the relationship between the two shaft 
speeds according to (13). Thus, for example, if wi is prescribed 
then the value of W2 at the stability threshold can be determined. 
Equation (17) represents a closed-form stability criterion. Natu
rally, its results are identical to those obtained using the Routh-
Hurwitz analysis when ds\ = d^z = 0. 

To compute the stability criterion for the FMSR configura
tion, in which one of the shafts does not rotate, substitute Wi = 
0 and a;2 = 1^^a in (13), then substitute the result for \^a in 
(17). The stability criterion for the FMSR configuration be
comes 

/i/2W^ - IiJ2LJ2i^l - U\(kn + fc»2) + h(kn + KX)\UJI 

+ 72^2(^11 + ^si)a;„ -I- knKx + kxxKx -I- fc^afci = 0 (18) 

Now it is possible to compare the degenerate form of the 
FMSR stability criterion to the result derived previously for the 
FMR case. For element 1 (the stator) of the FMSR configuration 
to be rigidly constrained requires that the support stiffness for ^^ 
element 1 go to infinity. Solving (18) for fe^i yields 

" 3 = 

This expression is equivalent to the stability criterion derived 
by Green (1990) for the equivalent FMR configuration. Note 
that because of the rigidity constraint on element 1, none of the Oo 
properties of element 1 appears in (20). Particularly note that 
the inertia properties of element 1 appear only in the numerator 

ay = 2/1/2(72^1 + Iid2) 

(hdx + / ,rf2) ' + (hJxUJx + ItJ2i02f 

+ 2I,l2(l2ki + d2d, - J2(jJ2J\u>i + I\k2 - d\i) 

Khdi + hd2)(hki + d2di - J20J2J,tJi + lA - dn) 

+ 2/1/2(^2^1 - D1J2W2 + dxk2 - D2J,uJi - 2dnkn) 

+ 2{l2J\ljJ\ + IiJ2UJ2)(hD\ + ^2^26?! + JiL0id2 + I\D2) 

(hki + d2d, - J2IJO2JXLO1 + /i^2 - d\xy 

+ 2(l2di + Ixd2)(d2kx - D1J2LO2 

+ dik2 — D2JXOJX — 2dxxkx[) 

+ 2Ixl2ik2kx -D2DX -k\x +D\x) 

+ (hDx + J2i^2dx + JxLJld2 + IxD2f 

+ 2(l2JxU)x + IxJ2'jJ2)(-f2t^2kx + Dxd2 

+ JxWxk2 + D2dx - 2dxxDxx) 

2(l2JlUJ, + I,J2LV2)(D2kx + Dxk2 - 2 ^ , , £ ) , , ) 

+ 2{l2Dx + J2UJ2dl + JxUJxd2 + / l />2) 

X (72^2^1 + Dxd2 + JxljJxk2 + D2dx ~ 2dxxDxx) 

+ 2(l2dx + Ixd2)(k2kx - D2DX - k]x + D\x) 

+ 2(72^1 + <i2<̂ l - J2UJ2JxU)i + Ixk2 — d\x) 

X (^2^1 - Di72W2 + dxk2 — D2J\bJx — 2dxxkxx) 

(d2kx - 0 ,72^2 + dxk2 — D2JX0JX - 2dxxkxxY 

+ 2(l2kx + 1/2̂ 1 ~ 72W27iWi -H /iA:2 - d\x) 

X (^2^1 - D2DX - k\x + Djx) 

+ (72^2^1 + D,d2 + 7ia;|fe2 + D2dx - 2dnDiif 

+ 2(l2Dx + J2Ul2dx + JxUJ\d2 + /1/J2) 

X (Dj^i + Dik2 - dkxxDxx) 

2(d2kx - DxJ2i^2 + dxk2 - D2Jx(^x - 2dxxkxx) 

x(k2kx -D2DX -k\x +£»? i ) 

+ 2(J2Ui2kx + Dxd2 + JxUJxk2 + 732^1 - 2dxxDx\) 

X (D2kx + Dxk2 - 2kxxDxx) 

(kikx - D2DX - k\x + D\x? 

+ {D2kx + Dxk2- 2kxxDxx? 
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